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2009 APA WAYZGOOSE & GREAT NORTHERN PRINTER’S FAIR

REPORT:
By Chuck Wendel
After a lot of planning, the 2009 Wayzgoose has come and gone. This year it
was combined with the Midwest & Great
Northern Printers Fair. This venue swelled
the attendance to about 160 (about 70 apa
members, with spouses total was 110) and
provided the chance for much greater interaction among printers all over the country.
The exhibits were outstanding!
Paul and Irene Aken brought a sizable
number of miniature presses, and this exhibit was viewed by hundreds of folks.  
Dave Robison brought an exhibit of
small Multigraph presses; one of them actually printed a page of Braille for the vision
impaired. What an interesting exhibit!
Dick Niehaus demonstrated die cutting,
as well as printing wooden sticks as used on
paddle fans.
John Henry illustrated a simple method
for embossinbg/debossing on platen presses. He also had his bookbinding apparatus
set up, and had endless crowds around him.

Arie Koelewyn knocks out an APA bundle piece on a 12x18, while holding the interest of
students and onlookers.

Dave Peat and David Krenz.

Paul Aken’s display of small/miniature presses.
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A number of other “seasoned” apa mem- coming off the machine. Sky and Johanna
bers ran jobs on the presses, set type and had previously spent an entire week at the
demonstrated their skills for a large number Old Threshers Reunion, with the Thompson casting every day. This was a star of the
of students and interested onlookers.
Sky Shipley had his Thompson caster show, and from morning ’til night they had
in operation, and folks were mesmerized by people on hand. They soon learned that the
the constant stream of bright, shiny types only way to get a meal was to close up shop

for awhile and go, because the crowds were
unrelenting for this exciting exhibit!
A great hit at the Goose was the live
steam locomotive. No ordinary this one; it
was No. 9, a Shay logging locomotive under
full steam. Ten “Junior Engineers” signed
up for this activity, and were actually under

eteran APAers Rich Hopkins, Mac Carmichael,
and Dave and Charlene Churchman enjoy a
moment at the beginning of the festivities.

Sky and Johanna Shipley had a ball casting large quantities of Bradley and Hadianno typefaces for Skyline Type Foundry customers. Their busy Thompson caster was a big attraction.

Jim Daggs hurries to remake the front page
of The Threshers Bee announcing the ‘Goose
and Printers’ Fair. Chuck Dunham and Danielle Ameling watch the page come together.
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Gathering for the group photo taken by John Deason in the newspaper department
at Printers’ Hall.

Col. Dave Churchman in action at the auction. The
auction raised about $1000 for APA.

Lennis Moore, CEO of Midwest Old
Threshers and an accomplished woodcut artist rolls off prints of a design he
carved especially for the ‘Goose and
Printers’ Fair.

Nicholas Kennedy of Toronto, Canada
learned to run the Miehle Pony.

Don Black puts finishing touches on a Model 5 Linotype he donated recently to Printers’ Hall.

full control of the locomotive, although under
the tutelage of the train engineer. The folks at
Midwest Central Railway were very helpful, and
in fact, everyone had a chance to ride the train
about 4 p.m.
Another highlight was the continuation of
the educational program that Printers’ Hall has
begun with Iowa Wesleyan College. This year
we had eleven students learning about the Babcock newspaper press, the Heidelberg presses,
and the Vandercook presses. Several apa members took students in hand, and passed along
some of their skills. We think that this program
holds great hope for the future of letterpress, and
we are happy to report that we have gained several new volunteers.
We are delighted to report that on Friday’s
Play Day all of our presses, including three Heidelberg platens, the huge Wesel hand press, and
all of our Vandercooks were in operation for several hours. Member Steve Alt also brought his
Gordon press, and it was belted to a small gas
engine, just like the old days.  Saturday evening,
Steve and Jenny Addison dropped the belt, and
Jenny treadled out some future bundle pieces, using cuts she had purchased that morning at the
Swap Meet.
To sum up, all of our machines were in operation, except for the Elrod which blew a Partlow sensor bulb, disabling it temporarily. But we
lay that to the infernal cussedness of inanimate
things.  
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Greg Walters was instrumental in getting the No. 9 Shay locomotive at
Old Threhers lined up for ten “junior engineers” to take their turns at
during the ‘Goose. A memorable event for our APA train “nuts”.

The backdrop for Saturday evening’s banquet was the back of this passenger car decked out to look like a political whistle stop. In this photo
op are: Dave Robison, Marjorie Wilser, Barry Schrader, Mark Barbour,
and Allen Stump.

The 1885 Sheridan cutter was opera- that! Our thanks to the many people who
tional; this rarity uses a log chain as part of helped the cause. Your continuing support
its operating mechanism and visitors stared of Printers’ Hall will help to insure that
in disbelief as it sliced through a stack of young printers will take up the slack after
we’re done. Printers’ Hall über alles!
paper.
Printers’ Hall will hopefully be a future
All in all, the 2009 Playgoose was just

venue for this great, combined event, in
the mean time PH will be the annual location fior the Midwest and Great Northern
Printers’ Fair which will feature the same
great activities enjoyed by all this year.

Sky Shipley explains the Thompson caster operation to Nicholas
Kennedy.

im Daggs feeds the Babcock drum cylinder press that was powered by
live steam, as the ‘Goose edition of The Threshers Bee went to press.

John Rogers and P. J. Redmond check out the Wessel press. This
press was used to print the circus poster mentioned in the last
article in this issue.
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APA members — group photo 2009 APA Wayzgoose
Thanks to Jim Daggs, Barry Schrader and John Deason for the photos.

The Letterpress Review

Goose spawns new letterpress publication
As the report on the Iowa APA Goose
tells you, there were plenty of reasons to attend this year’s affair. Those attending went
home with one of the largest envelopes filled

with some very fine keepsakes that various
members printed. The clown poster mentioned elsewhere was one of them.
There were three publications in the envelope produced by Jim Daggs that deserve
special recognition.
Two of them were 6x9 reprints from
The Linograph Company. One (32 pages)
gave a description of the machine, and the
other (64 pages) was a type specimen book
of type and borders available from the company.
The third was The Letterpress Review, volume one, number one. This 68 page, 9x12
size issue was also published by Daggs.
This issue dealt with a lot of history on
The Linograph Company, headquartered
in Davenport, Iowa. There were plenty of
reprints from company material but also
a wealth of information Jim wrote from
his research. It was spectacular! Publisher Daggs dedicated the Review “…
to the preservation of the letterpress
craft and its history.”
Jim states: “Over the years I’ve accumulated an array of letterpress equip-

ment and ephemera and love the history of
letterpress as well. The history of letterpress
equipment and their various manufacturers is of great interest to me, and to many
other letterpress enthusiasts also — I hope.
I have collected a lot of it worth sharing.”
To this end, Jim promises more issues.
The next issue will be a very extensive history of the Heidelberg company.
How can you get it and other issues?
Here’s what Jim said: “To begin with, the
subscription plan will go something like
this: We will make a general announcement
that the next issue is published and you can
send your payment and it will be mailed
to you promptly. Soon, however, we hope
to establish a regular publication schedule
along with subscription rates.”
Apa members will surely receive such
announcement, although you might write
Jim at his email address and asked to be
placed on the list. (You can receive this first
issue by sending $10 to Jim.) If you prefer snail mail: Jim Daggs, 617 Main Street,
Ackley, Iowa 50601.
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Huge 25”x32” poster given out at Goose

HOW IT WAS PRINTED
press. I simply found some
long furniture down in the
Babcock press area and used
it to lock my forms in place
on the bed, using only the
four corner brackets to butt
By Rick von Holdt
against. Since there was no
The circus cut was a something I found registration system, I demany years ago in a poster-printing plant vised a way to lock up two
that was downsizing. The foot-high Con- brass rules near the edge of
densed Clarendon wood type that spells the bed, just outside of the
out “The Big One” in the group photo also area covered by the platen.
came from the same plant. The circus art My plan was to ink the form
was hand-cut out of linoleum that had been and then carefully hold the
mounted on wood. I had never had any ex- sheet over the bed and lineperience working on a hand press before, up one corner with the edge
but decided to take the plunge with this of one brass rule while the
piece and use the newly acquired Wesel at rest of the edge of the sheet
Printers’ Hall. The platen is a little smaller was brought to butt against
than the bed of the press and the image on the other rule. This lined the
the poster pretty much fills the entire size paper up for me and estabof the platen. I don’t think I had more than lished a common position for
an eighth or quarter of an inch to spare in it to then be lowered carefuleither direction.
ly onto the form. I then put
There was no tympan or frisket with the three large sheets of chip(Editor’s note: A huge circus poster was included
in the keepsake envelope for the Goose. It was
printed by Rick von Holdt. We asked him to explain how it was produced.)

The 25”x32” circus poster.
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board on top of it for packing, rolled the
bed under the platen, and gave the press a
squeeze. Voila! It worked! I might also state
that this requires a serious amount of ink
for each impression, and I went through a
whole can of each color to print a little over
100 of these posters, using a large handbrayer. I made a little table off to the side of
the press and used a large galley as my “plate”
to bray the ink out on; the tackier the better
on large pieces like this. I’m sure the “fine
printers” would be rolling their eyes at all
of this. But I simply do what feels right and
gives me the results that I am looking for.
The inking was the most difficult part,

due in part to the fact that some of the The poster printing turned out to be a very
wood type was warped and the circus popular crowd pleaser. People would stand
blocks themselves were also warped. They along the rail and watch me go through all
had probably been created more than half the motions of inking, applying the paper,
a century ago. The awesome power of the adding the packing, rolling the bed, pulling
Wesel press made that a mute point for the the impression, rolling the bed out again
impression. It could definitely flatten out and finally the coup-de-gras — pulling off
the large sheet and showing the finished
whatever it came down on!
Once the impression was pulled, the bed print to them. The first run was the red
was then rolled out and the sheet carefully only and that was only mildly interesting.
But when the second pass was printed and
lifted off and set on a long fence to dry.
The posters were actually printed two the poster came alive, there where lots of
weeks prior to the Wayzgoose, during the oohs and aahs! It did take forever, but was a
Old Threshers Reunion, when we have tens very satisfying experience for me.
of thousands of visitors to Printers’ Hall.

EDITOR’S NOTE

POSTER BUNDLE COMING!
Melanie Mauro has been appointed by
President Gelbert to head up the Poster
mailing next year. She said it will probably go out in July. More details will be
coming in the bundle and here.
INTERESTING VIDEO
Check out this video. Our own George
Chapman is there along with Fritz Klinke and all about saving their small town
newspaper in Silverton.

Become a member of APA
Click here and check out our web site
Membership openings first of new year.
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